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Appendix 4: Note on case studies’ scores 

I answered my first empirical research question (In which ways is the case organization 
hybrid?) by comparing how TOM, DICK and HARRY scored on the ten dimensions of 
the model described in section 2.7, both before and after their transformation into 
hybrid organizations. I illustrated their hybridness (that is the mix of public and private 
sector characteristics) by way of scoring them on a spider chart. I used the following 
scores: completely public (0), mostly public (2), somewhat public (4), halfway between 
public & private (5), somewhat private (6), mostly private (8) and completely private 
(10).  

Below I summarize how and why I scored each organization the way I did.  

TOM as an agency 
Dimension Score Note 

Legal form Completely public At this time, TOM was a municipal enterprise (for 
more information on this topic see 6.2.1) 

Ownership Completely public TOM was part of a municipality (cf. 6.2.1) 

Activities Mostly public TOM also burnt the waste of commercial waste 
management companies but these activities were a 
sideline to ensure the plant could operate at full 
capacity (cf. 6.2.1) 

Funding Somewhat public Because of these activities for commercial companies, 
some funding came from private sources (cf. 6.2.1), 
but from my sources it was impossible to tell exactly 
how much 

Market environment Mostly public Because of its private activities TOM faced some 
competition but because of the long-term nature of its 
contracts with commercial waste management 
companies, this competition was limited (cf. 6.2.1) 

Value orientation Mostly public TOM was a bureaucratic organization but staff also 
showed some entrepreneurial behaviour (cf. 6.2.2) 

Strategic orientation Mostly public Although TOM had a limited number of private 
customers to get the plant working at full capacity, its 
main customer base were public organizations (cf. 
6.2.2) 

Relationship with public 
principal 

Completely public Based on public law (cf. 6.2.3) 
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Managerial autonomy Mostly public An alderman was politically responsible but in 
practice the managing director had some autonomy 
(cf. 6.2.3) 

Executive autonomy Mostly public An alderman was politically responsible but in 
practice the managing director had some autonomy 
(cf. 6.2.3) 

TOM as a hybrid organization 
Dimension Score Note 

Legal form Completely public TOM was still a municipal enterprise; its legal form 
was unchanged (cf. 6.3.1) 

Ownership Completely public TOM was still a municipal enterprise; its ownership 
was unchanged (cf. 6.3.1) 

Activities Mostly private Due to a new plant, TOM could significantly increase 
its capacity for incinerating commercial waste (cf. 
6.3.1) 

Funding Mostly private Due to a new plant, TOM could significantly increase 
its capacity for incinerating commercial waste, thus 
attracting more private funds (cf. 6.3.1) 

Market environment Mostly private As the organization employed more activities for 
commercial customers (and thus became more 
dependent on commercial customers), the importance 
of being competitive grew (cf. 6.3.1) 

Value orientation Halfway between 
public & private 

Thanks to its new commercial employees and a 
cultural transformation programme, TOM was in the 
midst of a transition from a public to an increasingly 
private cultural orientation (cf. 6.3.2) 

Strategic orientation Mostly private TOM embraced an entrepreneurial strategy after being 
labelled a proactive service provider (cf. 6.3.2) 

Relationship with public 
principal 

Completely public Unchanged; still based on public law (cf. 6.3.1) 

Managerial autonomy Somewhat private Management was granted more autonomy as TOM was 
labelled a ‘proactive service provider’ (cf. 6.3.10)  

Executive autonomy Somewhat private Management was granted more autonomy as TOM was 
labelled a ‘proactive service provider’ (cf. 6.3.10). 
Because of the highly specialized services and lack of 
expertise at municipality (cf. 6.3.3), TOM had more 
freedom 
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DICK as an agency 
Dimension Score Note 

Legal form Completely public At this time DICK was a local joint venture (cf. 7.2.1) 

Ownership Completely public DICK was owned by several municipalities (cf. 7.2.1) 

Activities Completely public DICK only provided services for the municipalities of 
the joint venture (cf. 7.2.1) 

Funding Completely public Funded only by municipalities of joint venture (cf. 
7.2.1) 

Market environment Completely public DICK did not have to compete (cf. 7.2.1) 

Value orientation Completely public Akin to Jacob’s guardian syndrome (cf. 7.2.2) 

Strategic orientation Completely public Aimed only at municipalities of joint venture (cf. 
7.2.2) 

Relationship with public 
principal 

Completely public Based on public law (cf. 7.2.3) 

Managerial autonomy Mostly public DICK’s management had some discretion (cf. 7.2.3) 

Executive autonomy Mostly public DICK’s management had some discretion (cf. 7.2.3) 

DICK as a hybrid organization 
Dimension Score Note 

Legal form Completely private DICK was autonomised as a municipal corporation (cf. 
7.3.1) 

Ownership Completely public This corporation was still owned by the same 
municipalities of the former local joint venture (cf. 
7.3.1) 

Activities Completely public DICK still only provided services for its municipal 
shareholders (cf. 7.3.1) 

Funding Completely public DICK only provided services for the shareholding 
municipalities and therefore only had public funding 
(cf. 7.3.1) 

Market environment Completely private DICK’s shareholders were not captive customers: the 
organization had to compete for their contracts (cf. 
7.3.1) 

Value orientation Halfway between 
public & private 

Thanks to its new need to compete and a cultural 
transformation programme, DICK was in the midst of a 
transition from a public to an increasingly private 
cultural orientation (cf. y.3.2) 

Strategic orientation Completely public DICK’s strategy was still exclusively aimed at its 
shareholding municipalities (cf. 7.3.1) 
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Relationship with public 
principal 

Completely private Based on private law (cf. 7.3.3) 

Managerial autonomy Mostly private DICK’s managing director had considerable autonomy, 
limited only by supervisory board and shareholders 
(cf. 7.3.3) 

Executive autonomy Mostly private DICK’s managing director had considerable autonomy, 
limited only by supervisory board and shareholders 
(cf. 7.3.3) 

HARRY as an agency 
Dimension Score Note 

Legal form Completely public HARRY was the island area’s sanitation department (cf. 
8.2.1) 

Ownership Completely public HARRY was the island area’s sanitation department (cf. 
8.2.1) 

Activities Completely public HARRY only provided services for the island area (cf. 
8.2.1) 

Funding Completely public HARRY only received funding from the island area (cf. 
8.2.1) 

Market environment Completely public HARRY had a monopoly (cf. 8.2.1) 

Value orientation Completely public HARRY had a bureaucratic culture, akin to Jacob’s 
guardian syndrome (cf. 8.2.2) 

Strategic orientation Completely public HARRY focussed exclusively on providing services for 
the island area (cf. 8.2.2) 

Relationship with public 
principal 

Completely public Based on public law (8.2.3) 

Managerial autonomy Mostly public HARRY’s management had some discretion (cf. 8.2.3) 

Executive autonomy Mostly public HARRY’s management had some discretion (cf. 8.2.3) 

HARRY as a hybrid organization 
Dimension Score Note 

Legal form Completely private HARRY had been autonomized and was now a public 
corporation (cf. 8.3.1) 

Ownership Completely public HARRY was still owned by island area (cf. 8.3.1) 

Activities Mostly public HARRY employed some activities for commercial 
parties (cf. 8.3.1) 
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Funding Mostly public About one tenth of HARRY’s revenues came from 
activities for private customers (cf. 8.3.1) 

Market environment Mostly public HARRY only faced little competition (cf. 8.3.1) 

Value orientation Somewhat public Attempts were made to make the organization’s 
culture more business-like, to professionalise its 
workforce and to attract new, business-oriented 
employees (cf. 8.3.2) 

Strategic orientation Somewhat public HARRY tried to increase the share of commercial 
activities (cf. 8.3.2) 

Relationship with public 
principal 

Completely private Based on private law after autonomisation (cf. 8.3.3) 

Managerial autonomy Somewhat private Managing director had more autonomy after 
autonomisation. Politics still played an important role 
in governance through supervisory board (cf. 8.3.3) 

Executive autonomy Somewhat private Managing director had more autonomy after 
autonomisation. Politics still played an important role 
in governance through supervisory board (cf. 8.3.3) 


